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Shanxi Museum – The museum houses over 370,000 
items, including murals, paintings, between 1983 and 
2001 and its appearance recalls the architectural style of 
the Tang Dynasty.
Daci`en Temple Historical Park - is one of renowned 
Buddhist temples in China, where the landmark of Xian, 
Big Wild Goose Pagoda, is situated. In 648, the emperor Li 
Zhi ordered to build the temple to commemorate his 
dead mother. Four years later, the hierarch Xuanzang had 
dwelled here to take charge of the temple’s business. 

4+5Star Hotel
China's most magnificent ancient underground military museum 
“Terracotta Warriors Museum”
Show the art galleries of ancient Chinese civilization “Shanxi 
Museum ”
National 4A scenic Lake Heritage Park “ Hancheng Lake Historical 
Park”
Free upgrade for enjoy DaqinXiao Feast“JIANG”set， 
RMB128/PAX

Itinerary Highlight
Spring Chicken
Steam Pot Chicken
Ramen Feast
Shanxi Flavor
BIANG BIANG noodle

Special Cuisine

Assemble at KLIA2 take international flight to 
Xi`an. Upon arrival, transfer to hotel check in.

Hancheng Lake Historical Park - its widest point is 80 
meters, the narrowest point 30 meters, depth of 4-6 meters, 
the lake 850 acres, is a collection of flood control security, 
landscape, water ecosystems, agricultural irrigation and urban 
heritage conservation as one of the characteristics of the 
ecological park . It consists of seven functional partitions, 
namely: Fengshan world, Pa City Yi Cai, Han Bridge Township, 
turret Pinnacle, Scenic cover Ang, flourishing streamer with 
late and Tiananmen Square.
Yuanjia Village – is a place that boasts the most 
traditional delicacies, most special architecture, and most 
primitive lifestyle of the Guanzhong Region of Shanxi.

Big Wild Goose Pagoda – Originally built in 652 during 
the reign of Emperor Gaozong of the Tang Dynasty, it 
functioned to collect Buddhist materials that were taken 
from India by the hierarch Xuanzang.
Xi`an City Wall  - Area of the city wall is located in the 
central area of Xi'an in Shaanxi Province, is China's largest 
existing and best preserved ancient city wall.

Banpo Heritage site – is a comparatively intergrated 
commune village site rather typical of the Matriarchy clan 
socirty, a Neolithic site of the Yangshao Culture at Banpo 
Village on the eastern outskirtd of Xi’an, in the Yellow 
River Valley that was about 6000 years ago. There are 
about ten thousand pieces of cultural relics including the 
national treasure “the basin with the pattern of human 
face and fish”; tools for production and articles for daily 
use, as well as painted pottery and sculptures and various 
ornamens were unearthed. 
Terra-Cotta Warriors – Collection of terracotta sculptures 
depicting the armies of Qin Shi Huang, the first Emperor 
of China. It is a form of funerary art buried with the 
emperor in 210-209 BC and whose purpose was to protect 
the emperor in his afterlife.

Guangren Lamma Temple - Located in Xi'an, Shaanxi 
Province, China Lianhu District Park next to the martial 
arts teaching field, it is a Tibetan Buddhist monastery, 
Shaanxi Province is the only one still extant sites for 
religious activities of Tibetan Buddhist monasteries.
Bell and Drums Square - East of the square stands the 
belfry been 600 years of history, the west stands currently 
the country's largest tower exist. Bell and Drum Tower 
Square, built in the late 1990s, the building was built at 
the beginning will be built between the two buildings 
clutter removed, so that the former is difficult to meet the 
Bell and Drum Tower "meet more delighted," became a 
big Xi'an landscape.

Compulsory Additional Tour: Tang Dynasty Performance + Datang City Night View + Daming Palace National Heritage Park (include Buggy car & IMAX 3D movies Daming Palace Legend) = RMB 400/PAX
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Hancheng Lake Historical Park / YuanJia Village 

Banpo Heritage site / Terra-Cotta Warriors 
(include 01 Way buggy ride) 

Guangren Lamma Temple / Bell and Drums 
Square / Muslim Street

Muslim Street  - is lined with various restaurants and 
stalls, some of which specialize in selling cakes, some in 
dried fruit and some in snacks. Most famous dishes of 
Xi’an are available on Muslim Street, including 
Marinated Meat in a Baked Bun,Pita Bread Soaked in 
Lamp Soup, Bean Threads in Shanxi Flavoring and Xi’an 
Dumplings.

XÌ AN – KUALA LUMPUR                               (MOB)D6
Arrived sweet home. 

aShanxi Museum (closed on Monday) / Big Wild 
Goose Pagoda(Outlook) / Daci’en Temple 
Historical Park / Xi’an City Wall
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Under unforseen circumstances the company and its associates agent has the rights to amend the itinerary as and when if necessary .*air lines surcharges , YQ TAX & AIRPORT TAX SUBJECT TO CHANGE.


